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When her daughter desperately needed a lung transplant to endure, Janet Murnaghan rallied
against the outdated limitations in healthcare that could limit her daughter's options. Keeping
Sarah is a story of wish and courage, and a mother's determination to never give up. The
condition quickly ravaged her lungs and little body bit-by-bit. Fragile and frail, she had just
weeks to live, when her mom realized the truth of Sarah's circumstance: transplant laws,
restricting usage of lungs based on arbitrary age restrictions, meant Sarah's options were
limited.Janet transformed her pain and desperation right into a voice for Sarah and other kids
using social media to broadcast the unfairness, that was robbing Sarah of her right to life with
the help of friends and family who emerged while Sarah's army. The injustice of her daughter's
fate spurred Janet to start a public fight against outdated health care regulations and a battle
to save Sarah's life. How does a family navigate catastrophic disease and lifestyle in a medical
center, while still preserving a feeling of normalcy?Sarah have been dying of cystic fibrosis
because the day she was born. It's also the tale of what sort of family-Janet and her hubby
Fran have four additional children-reacts and adjusts when one of its members is in ongoing
crisis.
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 Worth the read!. The battle was really in the hospital, you start with the courage of Sarah. I am
100% sure that you'll find nothing worse than having a forever sick child. I have one. Certainly a
book worth reading. Having been in the medical field for ten years and aspiring to become a
nurse, this story drew me in. It requires everything I have to put one foot while watching other
and obtain him well again. Then I read Sarah's story.I had watched the news headlines when
Sarah's mom was fighting for her existence.! I kept thinking "Now there she is watching her kid
die a slow death and now she has to fight a system that is and can happen.!" She do. This was
a behind the scenes look of a family group desperate to save the youngster and their passion
and determination to improve regulations so children (all children) could benefit. Talk about.
They changed the laws within days, perhaps hours, of losing their child. This is a reserve that
information a child's existence and the sheer will of a family who will move all ends to save
lots of her. Amazing warrior child. Ridiculously amazing family. Browse. I just couldn't imagine
how they achieved it but they did.! Remedy CF. I look forward to reading this book each day
and I just allow myself to learn a couple of chapters at the same time because I don't want to
buy to end. It is a classic inspirational story that presents you that anything is possible, and
Sarah is normally living proof of that right now! Janet, Fran and Sarah Murnaghan bring you to
their lives and tell the tale from each of their perspectives, as heart-wrenching and terrifying
as it was. It really is powerful, psychological and honest. A genuine & fierce inspiration.!!! How
does someone do that and in some way function? I simply could not put it down. I vividly
remember this family members’s horror story as they fought for the rightful lifestyle of their
sweet woman.!! BUY & READ THIS INSPIRATIONAL BOOK! Inspiring. Compelling. Remarkable.
We remember the news headlines coverage years ago - and the strength of the family
members and little Sarah bravely fighting for her life. As doctors begin to indicate the worst
case scenario is probable, your household by itself determine that there surely is an
inequitable federal government donor policy making it nearly impossible for your child to
obtain her life-saving transplant in time. You will feel like you know her.Think about your
daughter's in a healthcare facility for months looking for a double lung transplant. What I didn't
know are all the facts. Imagine you fight this with every ounce of your getting. Sarah is
definitely a miracle! Saving Sarah may be the tale of Janet Murnaghan’s fight on her behalf
daughter’s life, fighting the system to get her girl a lung transplant. Envision it is possible to
beat the chances. With your precious daughter by your side, you tell your tale to the world. If
you want a genuine account of what went on behind the scenes at CHOP when Sarah’s
parents had been fighting to obtain her on the adult transplant list, you will love this book. My
husband plans to use it at school with his middle school classes discussing ethical dilemmas
and getting awareness to both CF and organ donation. Donate life. A lesson for all.!! Grab a box
if tissues. "Saving Sarah" was an intense knowledge. Reading about the incredible heartbreak,
frustration and tension that this family was forced to endure brings a particular understanding
to those folks who have not suffered such an awful event. The only thing that kept me going
was that I understood it had a content ending! I acquired prayed and shared the injustice of
everything.!! Janet was a LIONESS when it found fighting the bureaucracy for Sarah's life. It
had been heartwarming to start to see the love and support she received from her family
members, friends and the wonderful pro-bono lawyer and their perseverance to right an
unbelievable wrong in the accessibility of transplant lungs for kids. Then there was beautiful
little Sarah who refused to stop!! In succeeding for Sarah, they eventually succeeded in
allowing additional children a better and well deserved chance to live. Many thanks God for
the content ending!! They show that we can fight for what is right plus they did, not only for his



or her own, but for all of our children. I recieved my reserve at 5pm yesterday and finished it
by 11:30!! I can’t imagine what it had been like, no one should have to endure what they do. It is
so essential to see how factors are perceived on the other hand, and the significance of stable,
compassionate care.Be inspired with what the love of a kid can make you capable of and the
way the better section of humanity may lift you up. Sarah Murnaghan wrote a sidebar for
every chapter about what the knowledge was like from her perspective. And the facts are why
is this story so exceptional and such a compelling examine. A Must Browse for Any Mother or
father Raising a Medically Complex Kid This beautiful book explains the trials of raising a
medically complex kid so well. I am thankful that Mrs. Kudos to Janet, Sarah and their whole
team to make the impossible feasible and giving everyone in their shoes a voice and an
amazing story to go with it.. Beautifully written! Janet tells the inspirational story of her fierce
devotion to save her daughter. Not merely does the reader feel the psychological roller
coaster experienced by Sarah's mother, dad, and her much loved aunts, however the reader
also learns how this small ten year old girl grapples using what she knows might very well be
the results of her serious disease should she not get yourself a lung transplant. The only
reason you will place this book down would be to hug your own kids. A mother’s struggle to
save her child.. Due to her age, Sarah falls in a crack where she would not qualify for
transplant of adult lungs. Instead of relax and do nothing, Karen, along with her friends and
family, do their research to fight and obtain what Sarah must live. When my own son is ill, it
feels as though the world is certainly crashing down. I hope I do not have to endure what
Janet went through, but if I do I possibly could use a few of her advice. It is a must examine for
anybody navigating the healthcare system alone. Murnaghan included information by the end
for parents going right through identical ordeals regarding transplants. She offers you tips on
where you can head to find information, whether where your child will get the best degree of
care, to locating information involving particular transplants. Every mom should read this! This
is essential read! I actually am a cystic fibrosis doctor, which is crucial read for almost all
doctors, as well as for those who who has come in contact with the health care system, that is
everybody. Honest, Heart-Warming This book is a full page turner! Also, in the media, the fight
has centered on the courtroom about this case, but this is such a little section of what
happened.. A wonderful read. The multiple factors of view are essential, and it weaves a
gripping tale of wish, courage, and the energy of positive thinking and attitude. Incredible
story with an unbelievable family Incredible book, We’ve recommended it to all or any my
family and friends. HAPPY ENDING! I am the mom of a 13 calendar year outdated with Cystic
Fibrosis who is a patient at CHOP. I received this reserve as a gift from my sister who is Sarah's
step grandmother, Mimi, so I was already acquainted with this real life family drama. I had not
been prepared, however, for how this book would pull me in and tug so hard at my center
strings. The author's strategy of telling the story from different points of view adds so very
much depth and insight. It is beautifully written, and getting the opportunity to get the full tale
from Janet, Sarah and her family allowed the reader a greater picture of the like and devotion
this family members has for just one another. A inspirational story This beautifully written story
recounts the courageous battle Sarah and the entire Murnaghan family fought to save her life.
We can all study from her, and the wonderful prose of this reserve. Kudos to the author for
sharing her story. Beautiful story on the subject of love, preserverance, hope and faith
Incredibly well written, love the different perspectives at key moments in time. Heart
wrenching as it is center warming, it’s a story about love, hope, faith and triumph against
seemingly insurmountable odds.Inspiring. You’ll hug your children just a little tighter tonight.



Inspirational The writer wrote about her battle to get her child the care she had a need to live
in raw detail that made me feel personally connected to her and her child. The immeasurable
lengths that a mother will head to save her kid are conveyed throughout this publication.
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